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Abstract: 

Background: The emerging respiratory tract infections (ERTIs) may imply future possible 

pandemics that present a persistent threat to public health and a huge burden on healthcare 

services. There is a greater chance for getting ERTIs related to several factors including 

traditional beliefs and lack of knowledge. Aim: toassess knowledge and beliefs of Tanta 

university employees regarding ERTIs and its preventive measures based on health belief 

model (HBM). Design:A descriptive study design was utilized. Settings: five faculties of 

medical campus that affiliated to Tanta University. Subjects: A Convenience sample of 300 

employees working at the previous mentioned settings. Tools: Two tools were used:Tool (I):  

A Structured interview sheet which included data about bio-socio-demographic characteristics 

of the studied employees and their knowledge related to the ERTIs and its preventive 

measures. Tool (II):Beliefs of the studied employees regarding ERTIs based on HBM.  

Results: More than two fifths of the studied employees had lower level of knowledge 

regarding the ERTIs and more than half of them had negative beliefs toward ERTIs and its 

preventive measures. Significant statistical difference was observed between knowledge and 

beliefs of the studied employees. Conclusion & Recommendations: The study participants 

had inadequate knowledge and negative beliefs toward ERTIs and its preventive measures. 

An extensive educational health campaign should be provided to the public to create 

awareness and positive attitude and beliefs regarding the ERTIs and its preventive measures. 

 

Key words: Emerging respiratory infections, Preventive measures, Knowledge, Beliefs and 

HBM. 
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Introduction: 

Respiratory tract infections (RTIs) 

constitute a public health problem 

producing serious consequences for the 

overall community not only for infected 

persons 
(1)

. Respiratory tract infections are 

a group of communicable diseases with 

high secondary attack rates throughout the 

year 
(2)

. It is the most widespread 

infectious disease in many communities. It 

has been known to spread progressively by 

direct contact, circulation of air and using 

contaminated things 
(3)

.  

According to World health organization 

(WHO) 2017, respiratory diseases account 

for more than 10% of all disability-

adjusted life-years (DALYs), a metric that 

estimates the amount of active and 

productive life lost due to a condition. 

Respiratory diseases are second only to 

cardiovascular diseases (including stroke) 

(4,5)
.  

There are several different causes of RTIs. 

Mainly, RTIs are caused by viruses or 

bacteria. Viral respiratory infections can 

occur in epidemics and spread rapidly 

within communities across the globe. 

There are other causes of microorganisms 

as fungi, and chemicals such as powder or 

dust that accidentally penetrate into the 

lungs which could also function as 

causative agents for RTIs
 (6,7)

. Furthermore,  

 

many factors are involved in the large 

variation in the prevalence of transmission 

of respiratory tract infection including 

crowdedness, extreme temperature and 

dense air pollution, young and old age, pre-

existing health conditions,and improper 

personal hygiene 
(8, 9)

. 

Emerging respiratory infectious diseases 

pose a substantial risk to humans due to 

their extremely high potential to spread 

from person-to-person. These diseases can 

produce high morbidity and mortality. 

There have been several incidents of 

emerging respiratory infectious diseases in 

the last century caused by previously 

unrecognized viruses. These viruses with 

its capability for mutational changes are of 

a high potential of transmissibility among 

humans. It causes a wide range of clinical 

illnesses ranging from asymptomatic 

infection to severe hospitalized disease and 

death. These emerging respiratory 

infections include the pandemics of 

Spanish flu, the ‘Asian flu, Hong Kong flu, 

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), 

the influenza A (H1N1) and recently 

Covid-19 
(10, 11)

. 

In 2014, the WHO released the guidelines 

for infection prevention and control (IPC) 

of epidemic and pandemic prone acute 

respiratory diseases in healthcare settings. 
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The global strategic precautionary 

measures for prevention of the emerging 

RTIs are as follows: mobilize all sectors 

and communities to ensure that every 

sector of government and society takes 

ownership of and participates in the 

response and in preventing cases through 

hand hygiene, respiratory etiquette and 

physical distancing, control sporadic cases 

and prevent community transmission by 

rapidly finding and isolating all cases. In 

addition to providing them with 

appropriate care, tracing, quarantining, and 

supporting all contacts. Suppress 

community transmission through infection 

prevention and control measures, reduce 

mortality by providing appropriate clinical 

care for those affected by respiratory 

infection and develop safe and effective 

vaccines and therapeutics that can be 

delivered at scale and that are accessible 

based on need 
(12-14)

.  

Understanding the uptake of preventive 

measures of RTI is influenced by 

knowledge and attitudes of certain 

population. The gap in knowledge, as well 

as the poor attitudes and bad practices in 

relation to disease prevention and control, 

contribute to the increased risk of infection 

and negative impacts of respiratory 

diseases 
(15)

. Positive attitude and 

behavioral changes are driven by the level 

of knowledge and perceptions towards 

preventive practices 
(16)

.  

Health belief model (HBM) is one of the 

oldest and most widely used model which 

was initially introduced by psychologists 

Hochbaum, Rosenstock, and Kegels to 

help people to use free preventive 

measures for prevention and early 

detection of disease
 (17)

. The HBM 

encompasses four constructs normally: 

perceived susceptibility, perceived 

severity, perceived benefits, and perceived 

barriers which are the main components of 

the model 
(18)

. Recently, two other 

constructs have been added to the model 

including cues for action and self 

efficacy
(17)

. 

Community health nurse has an important 

role in increasing the awareness of the 

population about emerging RTIs and their 

susceptibility to get it 
(19)

. As well as 

educating people about RTIs, its risk 

factors, signs and symptoms, mode of 

transmission, its complications and 

preventive measures 
(20, 21)

. This could be 

applied based on assessing the population's 

knowledge and beliefs about emerging 

RTIs. The community health nurse has also 

a challenging role in helping people to 

adapt health related behaviors to prevent 

emerging RTIs such as practicing good  
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personal hygiene, good nutrition, receiving 

available vaccines, and use of personal 

protective devices as musk, face shield and 

gloves
 (17)

. 

Significance of the study: 

The best way to prevent and slow down 

transmission of respiratory infection is be 

well informed about the disease. Large 

proportion of the community generally 

become reluctant to seek care and suffers 

from morbidity silently. This is because 

they are restricted with traditional beliefs 

which may prevent them from following 

healthy preventive measures and can 

challenge application of these 
(17, 22)

. The 

aim of this study was to assess knowledge 

and beliefs of Tanta university employees 

regarding emerging respiratory tract 

infection and its preventive measures based 

on health belief model. 

Aim of the study: 

The aim of this study was to assess 

knowledge and beliefs of Tanta university 

employees regarding emerging respiratory 

tract infection and its preventive measures 

based on health belief model. 

Research question: 

What are the knowledge and beliefs of 

Tanta University employees regarding 

emerging respiratory tract infections and 

its preventive measures based on health 

belief model? 

Research design:   A descriptive study 

design was utilized in the current study 

Settings: 

This study was conducted at the five 

faculties of medical campus that affiliated 

to Tanta University which include the 

faculty of nursing, faculty of medicine, 

faculty of dentistry, faculty of pharmacy 

and faculty of science. 

Subjects: 

A Convenience sample of 300 employees 

working at the previous mentioned settings 

who were willing to participate in the study 

were included. The sample size was 

calculated using Epic-Info software 

statistical package created by World Health 

Organization (WHO) and center of 

diseases control and prevention (CDC), 

Atlanta, Georgia, USA version 

2002(Andrew G 2002). The criteria used 

for the sample size calculation were as 

following: the study design is cross 

sectional, 95% confidence limit expected 

correlation between the subjects’ 

knowledge and their beliefs is 60% with a 

margin of error 10%. The sample size is 

based on the previously mentioned criteria 

was found at n > 150. The total study 

sample was increased to be 300 employees 

to increase validity of the results and to 

compensate the missed information and 

improving the quality of the collected data.  
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Tools of the study: 

Two tools were developed by the 

researchers to collect the necessary data for 

this study after reviewing of related 

literatures.  

Tool (I):  A Structured questionnaire 

schedule:   

This tool was developed by the researchers 

to collect the required data about bio-socio 

demographic characteristics of the studied 

subjects and their knowledge regarding 

emerging respiratory tract infections. It 

comprised of 21 questions divided into the 

following parts:- 

Part (1):Bio-Socio demographic 

characteristics of the 

employees.Itcomprised of 12 questions 

that covers data about: 

a) Socio demographic characteristics of 

the studied employees:Which 

consisted of six questionssuch as:  age, 

sex, marital status, residence, 

educational level and occupation. 

b) Medical history of employees: It 

consisted of six questions covered the 

data about history of respiratory disease, 

history of chronic diseases, smoking 

habit, and previous intake of seasonal 

influenza vaccine. 

Part (2): Employees' knowledge about 

emerging respiratory tract infections: 

This part comprised of eight questions  

 

which used to assess the employees' 

general knowledge regarding emerging 

RTIs such as: the definition of RTIs, its 

causes, risk factors, most common types, 

mode of transmission, signs and symptoms 

of RTIs, complications and preventive 

measures of emerging RTIs in addition to a 

question about sources of their health 

information. 

The knowledge scoring system:  

The knowledge score was calculated as 

follow: complete correct answer took (two) 

points, incomplete correct answer took 

(one) point and incorrect answer or don’t 

know took (zero). The total knowledge 

score ranged between 0-16 points. The 

higher scores reflected higher levels of 

knowledge about RTIs and its prevention. 

The total knowledge score of employees 

was summed up and converted into a 

percentage. Then, it categorized as 

following: 

-Low knowledge level:  < 50% of total 

score. 

-Moderate knowledge level: 50% - ≤ 65% 

of total score. 

-High knowledge level : > 65% of total 

score. 
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Tool II:Beliefs of the studied employees 

regarding emerging respiratory tract 

infections based on health belief model 

(HBM) 
(23)

. 

This tool was developed by the researcher 

based on the constructs of the original 

health belief model namely 

perceived susceptibility, 

perceived severity,perceived benefits, 

perceived barriers, perceived cues to action 

and perceived self-efficacy. It consisted of 

(37) items, all of them disturbed positively 

worded except one question negatively 

worded. 

a. Assessment of employees' beliefs 

regarding perceived susceptibility to 

emerging RTIs: It comprised of six 

items which included: their 

susceptibility to get RTIs especially in 

crowded places, in inappropriate 

temperature, bad nutrition, with chronic 

diseases, with smoking and when 

contact with infected person with RTI 

infections.  

b. Assessment of employees' beliefs 

regarding perceived severity to 

emerging RTIs: It consisted of three 

items related tocomplications that may 

occur if RTIs not cured such as 

pneumonia. As well as, negative effects 

which can occur with RTI. 

c. Assessment of employees' beliefs 

regarding perceived benefits of 

applying preventive measures: It 

consisted of seven items describing 

benefits of using disinfectants in hand 

washing, benefits of covering nose and 

mouth, benefits of having seasonal 

influenza vaccine and generally benefits 

of applying preventive measures to 

prevent RTI diseases.    

d. Assessment of employees' beliefs 

regarding perceived barriers to 

emerging RTIs: It consisted of eight 

items related to barriers such as being 

lake of information about RTI 

preventive methods, unavailability of 

personal protective devices, difficulty in 

using mask, get laziness of frequent 

hand washing, high price of 

disinfectants materials and 

embarrassment of using personal 

protective devices. 

e.  Assessment of employees' beliefs 

regarding cues to action for applying 

emerging RTIs' preventive measures: 

It consisted of eight items related to 

cues to action such as previous infection 

with RTI, easy to get immunization, 

willing to maintain good health, cheap 

price of masks and disinfectants, others 

use for personal protective devices and 
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the advices that encourage them to 

apply RTI preventive measures. 

f. Assessment of employees' beliefs 

regarding self-efficacy in using 

preventive measures to emerging 

RTIs:  It consisted of five items such as 

ability to apply RTI preventive 

measures in crowding places correctly, 

ability to follow healthy nutritional 

regimen, ability to do hand washing 

with disinfectants correctly and ability 

to avoid contact with infected persons. 

Scoring system: 

A three-point Likert scale was used to 

measure the employees beliefs as follows:  

For positive items: Agree item scored (3) 

points, neutral items scored as (2) points 

and disagree items scored as (1) points. 

The score of the negative item was 

reversed to achieve the right result as 

follow: Agree (1), natural (2) and disagree 

(3) points. 

The total scores was ranged from (37-111) 

points thatwas summed up for the six 

constructs. The total score was calculated 

then converted into a percent score and 

classified into two categories as following: 

o Negative beliefs < 60% of the total 

beliefs score. 

o Positive beliefs ≥ 60% of the total 

beliefs score. 

 

Method: 

1) Administrative process (obtaining 

approval). 

An official permission to conduct this 

study was obtained from the responsible 

authority of Faculty of Nursing’ and its 

ethical committee then, it was directed to 

the Dean of the selected faculties after 

informing them about the study objectives 

to gain their permission and cooperation to 

collect the needed data for this study. 

2) Ethical and legal considerations: 

-Oral informed consent was obtained 

from all employees who were included 

in the study after providing appropriate 

explanation of the purpose of the study.  

-Confidentiality and the privacy of the 

collected data were ensured. 

-Nature of the study didn’t cause any 

harm and/or pain for the entire sample. 

-Anonymity of participants’ responses 

was guaranteed through using code 

instead of names.  

3) Developing of the study tools: 

-The study tools (tool I and tool П) 

were developed by the researchers after 

reviewing relevant literatures. 

-The tool was translated into Arabic 

language to suit the level of 

understanding of all employees. 

-The tools were tested for its face and 

content validity by a group of five 
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experts (three professors from 

community health nursing, faculty of 

nursing and two professors of public 

health and preventive medicine, faculty 

of medicine Tanta University) before 

conducting the study. Accordingly, the 

suggested modifications were done 

where some questions were omitted 

and others were paraphrased to suit the 

studied subjects’ understanding level. 

-Content validity index for the 

employees’ knowledge about RTI was 

93 % while its face validity was 92%. 

Furthermore, thevalidity of the beliefs’ 

items according to health belief model 

was 93% that indicated a good content 

and face validity of the study tools. 

-The reliability of the tool of the study 

was tested using Cronbach’s alpha 

reliability correlation coefficient test. It 

was (0.79) which indicated a high 

reliability.  

4) Conducting pilot study: 

A pilot study was carried out on 30 

employees ( 10 % of the total subjects) to 

test the clarity, applicability and 

comprehension of the tools, estimate the 

average time needed to collect the 

necessary data, and identify the obstacles 

and the problems that may be encountered 

during data collection. No modifications 

were done based on the results of pilot 

study. So, this pilot study group was 

included in the entire sample of the study. 

5)  Actual study: 

-The researchers met the employees in 

their offices three days per week 

according to the convenient time for 

both the researchers and the 

employees. 

- The researchers distribute the 

structured questionnaire schedule to be 

filled by the participants themselves in 

the presence of the researchers for 

providing the needed clarification and 

guidance. 

-The average time spent for collecting 

data from each person was 

approximately 20-30 minutes to 

complete the questionnaire. 

- The subjects’ sheets were checked by 

the researchers to be certain that they 

were filled correctly and completely.  

The average number of collected sheets 

was 8-10 sheets /day.  

-The field work of this study was 

accomplished within three months 

starting from May 2020 to July 2020. 

6) Statistical analysis: 

The collected data were organized, 

tabulated and statistically analyzed using 

Statistical Package of Social Studies 

(SPSS) version 20. For numerical data, the 

range, mean and standard deviation were 
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calculated. The association between two 

variables was calculated by Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r). For categorical 

variables, the number and percentage were 

calculated. Differences between categories 

of each variable were statistically analyzed 

using chi square test (X
2
). When Chi- 

square was not appropriate, Monte Carlo 

exact test were used. The level of 

significance was adopted at p < 0.05 and 

high significant was adopted at p <0.001. 

Results: 

Table (I): Shows the distribution of the 

studied subjects according to their socio- 

demographic characteristics. Less than half 

of the studied subjects their ages ranged 

between 40 - <50 years (46.7%). Slightly 

less than one third of them were 50 years 

or more (32.7%). The age of the studied 

subjects ranged between 22-60 years with 

a mean of age 51.87±14.21years. More 

than half of the studied employees were 

females (56 %). Nearly about two thirds of 

them were married and from rural 

residence (68 % and 64.7 %) respectively. 

Also, the table revealed that more than one 

third of them had graduated from 

universities (38%) and more than half of 

them were working a clerical work 

(57.3%). 

Table (2): Presents the distribution of the 

studied subjects according to their medical 

condition related to respiratory infections. 

It was clear that, less than half of the 

studied subjects suffered from influenza or 

common cold during the past six months 

before to the study (47.3% and 40%) and 

more than one quarter of them had sore 

throat (26%). As regard to the frequency of 

respiratory infections during the past year, 

the table showed that less than half of the 

studied subjects had respiratory infection 

only once / last year (40.7%) while less 

than one quarter of them had respiratory 

infections for three times or more during 

the past year (24.3%). 

As for suffering from chronic diseases, 

more than one quarter of the studied 

subjects mentioned that they had bronchial 

asthma (27.9%) and less than one quarter 

of them  had hypertension or diabetes 

mellitus (24.1 % and 23 %) respectively. 

Slightly less than three quarters of the 

studies subjects mentioned that they were 

previously vaccinated against seasonal 

influenza (74 %). More than one quarter of 

the studied employees were smokers (26%) 

for less than five years (41%) while more 

than half of them mentioned that they are 

smoking for more than ten years (46.2%). 

Table (3): Illustrates the distribution of the 

studied employees according to their 

knowledge regarding emerging RTIs. It 

was obvious that more than half of the 
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studied subjects gave complete and correct 

answer regarding to the risk factors, mode 

of transmission and sign and symptoms of 

emerging RTIs (65.3 %, 55.3 %and 58%) 

respectively. On the other hand, more than 

three quarters of the studied subjects gave 

incorrect answer related to the types of 

emerging RTIs (76.7%), more than two 

thirds of them gave incorrect answer of the 

complications of RTIs (68%). Also, less 

than half of them didn’t know the 

definition or causes of emerging RTIs 

(41.4 and 49.3%). However, more than one 

third of the studied employees didn’t know 

the mode of transmission or the preventive 

measures for emerging RTIs (33.4% and 

37.3%) respectively. 

Figure (1): shows the distribution of the 

studied subjects according to their total 

level of knowledge about emerging RTIs. 

This figure showed that less than half of he 

studied employees either had high level of 

knowledge or low level of knowledge 

(42% and 45%) respectively. The mean 

score of knowledge was 6.12±2.51.    

Figure (2): Shows the distribution of the 

studied subjects according to their sources 

of information about emerging respiratory 

tract infections. It was clear that relatives 

and friends/neighbors were the main 

source of information about emerging RTIs 

among less than three quarters of the 

studied subjects followed by media (54%) 

and internet (42%) of the studied subjects. 

Doctors or nurses and the text book were 

the source of information for about one 

third of the studied subjects (33.3% and 

37.3) respectively. 

Table (4): Shows the distribution of the 

studied subjects according to their beliefs 

regarding emerging RTIs and its 

preventive measures based on the different 

constructs of HBM. Concerning to the 

studied subjects’ beliefs toward their 

susceptibility to have RTIs It was clear that 

more than half of the studied subjects 

(48%) disagreed that high temperatures 

and lack of proper nutrition increase the 

chances of transmission RTIs while more 

than two fifths of them disagreed that 

crowded areas, chronic diseases and 

cigarette smoking increase the chance of 

RTIs (40. 7%, 43.4% and 45.4 %) 

respectively. Furthermore, nearly about 

one third of the studied subjects (32.6%) 

disagreed that their susceptibility of RTIs 

increases if they are in direct contact with 

infected person. 

As for the belief of the studied subject 

regarding to the seriousness of emerging 

RTIs, the table showed that, more than one 

quarter of the studied subjects disagreed 

that, they will be a source of infection for 

others if they get infected with emerging 
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RTIs and that emerging RTIs has 

complications and leads to the occurrence 

of many chronic diseases such as 

pneumonia (28% and 28%) respectively. 

Also, one third of them disagreed that, 

having emerging RTIs may cause a general 

weakness in their health and affect the 

completion my tasks (33.3%). 

Regarding to subjects’ beliefs toward 

benefits of application of preventive 

measures of emerging RTIs, the table 

revealed that, more than two fifths of them 

were uncertain for all the benefits of 

preventive measures as mentioned in this 

construct ( 42%, 43.3%, 41.3%, 46%, 46%, 

42% and 43.3%) respectively. Slightly less 

than one quarter of them disagreed that, 

taking the flu vaccine can reduce the risk 

of diseases of respiratory system (24.7%). 

However, more than two fifths of the 

studied subjects agree on all the benefits of 

preventive measures (46.7%, 42%, 44.7%, 

44%, 44%, 44% and 46%) respectively. 

The studied subjects’ beliefs toward 

barriers of preventive measures against 

emerging RTIs revealed that, slightly less 

than two thirds of them (60%) agreed that 

shame of wearing personal protective 

devices (PPD) is a reason not to use it and 

one third of them agreed that high price of 

disinfectants is a cause of not using it 

(33.3%). Additionally,  nearly about one 

quarter of them agreed that laziness about 

washing hands several times, (24%), they 

can’t change their behaviors (23.3%), 

Unavailability of water and soap (23.3%) 

and difficulty of breathing when wearing 

mask (22.7%) are among the barriers of 

following preventive measures of 

emerging RTIs. 

As for the subjects’ beliefs toward cues of 

action for the application of preventive 

measures of RTIs, the highest frequencies 

of them disagreed that previous attack of 

RTIs, Easy access to vaccine, the wish to 

live healthy, physical and psychological 

comfort, easiness of preventive measures, 

cheap price and the given advices are the 

cues of action that encourage them to 

follow the preventive measures of 

emerging RTIs (45.3%, 52.7%, 74.7%, 

83.3%, 69.3%, 38.7% and 44%) 

respectively. 

Finally, subjects’ beliefs toward self-

efficiency in using  of preventive measures 

of emerging RTIs revealed that, more than 

two fifths of the study subjects agreed that 

they can carry out the protective measures, 

follow a healthy diet, using clean paper 

napkins and avoid direct contact with the 

infected persons (41.3%, 40%, 44% and 

44%) respectively. 

Table (5): shows the distribution of the 

studied employees according to their total 
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score of HBM constructs about emerging 

RTIs. The table revealed that more than 

half of the studied employees had negative 

beliefs regarding all the constructs of HBM 

(58%, 52%, 53.3%, 62.7%, 72% and 

57.3%). Meanwhile, more than two fifths 

of the studied employees had positive 

beliefs regarding perceived susceptibility 

of emerging RTIs, severity of emerging 

RTIs,  benefits of preventive measures of 

emerging RTIs and perceived self-

efficiency in using of preventive measures 

of emerging RTIs (42%, 48%, 46.7% and 

42.7%) respectively.   

Figure (3): This figure shows the 

distribution of the studied employees 

according to their total level of beliefs 

according to HBM. It was clear that more 

than half of the studied subjects (51.3%) 

had negative beliefs toward the emerging 

RTIs and its preventive measures.  

Table (6): Presents the correlation between 

socio-demographic characteristics of 

studied subjects and their total knowledge 

scoreabout emerging RTIs. Significant 

positive correlations were observed 

between the study employees’ total score 

of knowledge and their age, marital status, 

level of education and occupation (<0.001, 

<0.00, 0.011 and 0.002). 

Table (7): shows the correlation between 

socio-demographic characteristics of 

studied subjects and their total beliefs 

scoreabout emerging RTIs. Strong 

significant positive correlations were 

observed between the study employees’ 

total beliefs score and their age, sex, 

marital status and level of education (p= 

<0.00, 0.003, <0.001and <0.001<0.001) 

respectively. 

Tables (8): This table shows the 

correlation between total knowledge score 

of the studied subjects and their beliefs 

based on health belief model. There were 

significant positive correlations between 

the total knowledge score of the studied 

employees and their beliefs regarding 

emerging RTIs based on the different 

constructs of HBM regarding Perceived 

susceptibility, perceived barriers, perceived  

cues of action and perceived self efficacy 

related to emerging RTIs and its 

prevention (P= 0.014, 0.035, 0.005 and 

<0.001). Furthermore, there was 

significant positive correlation between the 

total knowledge score of the studied 

employees and their total belief score 

based on HBM (0.033). This means that 

the increase of the studied subjects’ 

knowledge is strongly associated to their 

beliefs regarding emerging RTIs and its 

preventive measures. 
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Table (I): Distribution of the studied subjects according to their socio- demographic 

characteristics  

Variables of socio- demographic 

characteristics 
(n=300) % 

Age   

 <40 years 62 20.6 

 40 - <50 years 140 46.7 

 50 or more years 98 32.7 

Rang 

Mean± SD 

22-60 

51.87±14.21 

Sex   

 Females 168 56.0 

 Males 132 44.0 

Marital status   

 Married 204 68.0 

 Single 18 6.0 

 Widow 66 22.0 

 Divorced 12 4.0 

Place of residence   

 Rural 97 64.7 

 Urban 53 35.3 

Level of education   

 Basic Education 94 31.3 

 Secondary education 92 30.7 

 University education 114 38.0 

Occupation   

 Administrative job 48 16.0 

 Clerical work 172 57.3 

 Workers 80 26.7 
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Table (2): Distribution of the studied subjects according to their medical 

conditionrelated to respiratory infections 

Medical and Health History of study subjects n=300 % 

*Respiratory problems  during the past six months  

 Influenza 142 47.3 

 Bronchitis 28 9.3 

 Common Colds 120 40.0 

 Sore throat 78 26.0 

 Severe pneumonia 12 4.0 

 Asthma 28 9.3 

 Sinusitis 12 3.7 

 TB 16 5.7 

Frequency of respiratory infections during the past year 
(n=206) 

 Once 84 40.7 

 Twice 72 35.0 

 Three times or more 50 24.3 

*Suffering from chronic diseases (n=208) 

 Cardiac diseases 18 8.7 

 Hypertension 50 24.1 

 Bronchial asthma 58 27.9 

 diabetic mellitus 48 23 

 Rheumatic diseases 34 16.3 

Previous take of  seasonal influenza vaccine   

 Yes 222 74.0 

 No 78 26 

Smoking   

 Yes 78 26.0 

 No 222 74.0 

Duration of smoking (n=78) 

 Less than 5 years 32 41.0 

 From 5-10 years 10 12.8 

 More than 10 years 36 46.2 

* More than one answer was allowed. 
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Table (3): Distribution of the studied employees according to their knowledge 

regarding of emerging RTIs. 

 

 

Items of employees’ knowledge 

Knowledge level of the studied employees 

(n=300) 

Complete 

Correct 

Incomplete 

correct 

Incorrect/ don’t 

know answer 

N % N % N % 

Definition ofemerging RTIs. 148 49.3 28 9.3 124 41.4 

Causes of emerging RTIs. 108 36.0 44 14.7 148 49.3 

Risk factors of emerging RTIs 196 65.3 134 11.3 70 23.4 

Types of emerging RTIs. 30 10.0 20 13.3 115 76.7 

Mode of transmission of emerging 

RTIs. 

166 55.3 34 11.3 100 33.4 

Signs and symptoms of emerging 

RTIs. 

174 58.0 44 14.7 82 27.3 

Complications of emerging RTIs. 64 21.3 32 10.7 204 68 

Methods of prevention of emerging 

RTIs 

128 42.7 60 20.0 112 37.3 

 

 

 

Figure (1):  Distribution of the studied subjects according to their total level of 

knowledge about emerging RTIs 

Series1; Low; 
45% 

Series1; 
Moderate; 13% 

Series1; High; 
42% 

Total level of knowledge 
Mean ±SD = 6.12 ±2.51 
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Figure (2): Distribution of the studied subjects according to their sources of 

information aboutemergingrespiratory tract infections (more than one answer allowed) 

Table (4): Distribution of the studied subjects according to their beliefs regarding 

emerging RTIs and its preventive measures based on the different constructs of HBM 

 

Beliefs items 

Subjects’ beliefs regarding emergingRTIs 

and its preventive measures based on the 

different constructs of HBM 

Agree Uncertain Disagree 

No % No % No % 

1. The studied subjects’ beliefs toward  their susceptibility to have emergingRTIs 

I think that my chances of getting RTIs increase 

at the crowded areas 
59 39.3 30 20.0 61 40.7 

I think that high temperatures and lack of proper 

nutrition increase the chances of transmission 

RTIs 

50 33.3 28 18.7 72 48 

I think that chronic diseases such as diabetes or 

hypertension increase the risk of RTIs 
44 29.3 41 27.3 65 43.4 

I think that cigarette smoking increases my 

chance of getting RTIs 
59 39.3 23 15.3 68 45.4 

I think that I’m more susceptible to RTIs if I in 

direct contact with someone who is infected with 

respiratory tract infection. 

85 56.7 16 10.7 49 32.6 

I think that I will never have RTIs due to 

crowdedness. 
82 54.7 40 26.7 28 18.6 

2. The studied subjects’ beliefs toward  severity/seriousness of emerging RTIs 

I think that having RTIs may cause a general 

weakness in my health and affect the completion 

my tasks. 

46 30.7 54 36 50 33.3 

2.7% 
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I think that RTI has complications and leads to 

the occurrence of many chronic diseases such as 

pneumonia. 

49 32.7 59 39.3 42 28.0 

I think that I may be a source of infection for 

others when I get infected with RTI. 
47 31.3 61 40.7 42 28.0 

3. Studied subjects’  beliefs toward benefits of application of preventive measures of 

emerging RTI 

I think that using soap or alcohol reduces the 

infection of respiratory system. 
70 46.7 63 42.0 17 11.3 

I do not worry of RTIs if I cover my mouth and 

nose with a sanitary mask. 
63 42.0 65 43.3 22 14.7 

I do not worry of RTIs transmission if I use 

paper napkins on coughing in crowding places. 
67 44.7 62 41.3 21 14.0 

When I get away from the crowd, I will have no 

chance of getting infected with RTIs. 
66 44.0 69 46.0 15 10.0 

Following preventive measures can protect me 

from RTIs. 
66 44.0 69 46.0 15 10.0 

Taking the flu vaccine can reduce the risk of 

diseases of  respiratory system 
50 33.3 63 42.0 37 24.7 

Knowing the guidance from the medical team 

reduces the chances of my infection with RTIs. 
69 46.0 65 43.3 16 10.7 

4. The studied subjects’ beliefs toward barriers of preventive measures against emerging 

RTIs 

Unawareness of methods of prevention from 

RTIs and methods of transmission is the cause of 

the spread of RTIs. 

12 8.0 66 44.0 72 48.0 

The difficulty of obtaining personal protection 

and their unavailability does not enable me to 

wear them. 

30 20.0 52 34.7 68 45.3 

The difficulty of breathing when wearing mask 

prevents me from using it. 
34 22.7 88 58.7 28 18.7 

I can’t change my behavior even though I know 

I am wrong. 
35 23.3 53 35.3 62 41.3 

Laziness about washing my hands several times 

is one of the barriers. 
36 24.0 65 43.3 49 32.7 

High price of disinfectants is a cause of not 

using it. 
50 33.3 57 38.0 43 28.7 

Unavailability of water and soap outside home 

prevents me from washing my hands frequently. 
35 23.3 65 43.3 50 33.3 

Shame of wearing personal protective devices 

(PPD) is a reason not to use it. 
90 60.0 33 22.0 27 18 

5. Beliefs  toward cues of action for the application of preventive measures ofemergingRTIs 

I have a previous attack of RTIs and I do not 

want to repeat the infection again 
52 34.7 30 20.0 68 45.3 

Easy access to vaccine encourages me to take it 15 10.0 56 37.3 79 52.7 

I wish to live healthy 31 20.7 7 4.7 112 74.7 

I feel physical and psychological comfort when I 

do not suffer from respiratory diseases 
20 13.3 5 3.3 125 83.3 

The easiness of preventive measures encourages 

me to follow it 
36 24.0 10 6.7 104 69.3 
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Cheap masks and disinfectants needed to fight 

the infection encourage me to use them 
37 24.7 55 36.7 58 38.7 

Others’ use of PPD motivates me to imitate them 40 26.7 61 40.7 49 32.7 

The advices I  heard encourages me to apply 

prevention measures 
41 27.3 43 28.7 66 44.0 

6. Beliefs  toward self-efficiency in using  of preventive measures of emerging RTIs 

I can carry out the protective measures and wear 

the mask properly in the crowded areas. 
62 41.3 70 46.7 18 12.0 

I can follow a healthy diet rich in vitamin "C" to 

increase body resistance to emerging RTIs. 
60 40.0 72 48.0 18 12.0 

I can avoid coughing in the face of others by 

using always clean paper napkins. 
66 44.0 49 32.7 35 23.3 

I can clean my hands by the right way and use 

the appropriate disinfectants constantly. 
53 35.3 64 42.7 33 22.0 

I can avoid direct contact with the patients with 

RTIs 
66 44.0 34 22.7 50 33.3 

 

Table (5): Distribution of the studied employees according to their total score of HBM 

constructs about emerging RTIs and its prevention 

 

Different construct of  health belief 

model 

Employees’ beliefs regarding emerging 

RTIs (n=300) 

Positive Negative 

N % N % 

Perceived susceptibility of emerging RTIs. 126 42.0 174 58.0 

Perceive severity of emerging RTIs. 144 48.0 156 52.0 

Perceived benefits of the application of 

preventive measures of emerging RTIs. 
140 46.7 160 53.3 

Perceived barriers of preventive measures 

against emerging RTIs. 
112 37.3 188 62.7 

Perceived cues of action for the application 

of preventive measures of emerging RTIs. 
84 28.0 216 72.0 

Perceived self-efficiency in using of 

preventive measures of emerging RTIs. 
128 42.7 172 57.3 
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Figure (3): Distribution of the studied employees according to their total level of beliefs 

based on HBM 

Table (6): Correlation between socio-demographic characteristics of the studied 

employees and their total knowledge score about emerging RTIs 

Socio-demographic 

characteristics of the 

employees 

Total knowledge score 

r P 

Age 0.460 <0.001* 

Sex 0.167 0.168 

Marital status 0.378 <0.001* 

Level of education 0.303 0.011* 

Occupation 0.375 0.002* 

*Significant at p < 0.05 

Table (7): Correlation between socio-demographic characteristics of studied 

employees and their total beliefs score about emerging RTIs 

Socio- demographic 

characteristics of employees 

Employees’ total beliefs score 

r P-value 

Age 

 
0.395 <0.001* 

Sex 

 
0.234 0.003* 

Marital status 

 
0.401 <0.001* 

Level of education 0.332 <0.001* 

Occupation 0.145 0.186 

*Significant at p < 0.05 

Series1; 
Positive beliefs; 

48.70% 

Series1; 
Negative 

beliefs; 51.30% 

Total level of beliefs based on HBM 
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Tables (8): Correlation between total knowledge score of the studied employees and 

their beliefs based on health belief model 

constructs of 

health belief model 

Total knowledge of the studied 

subjects 

r P 

Perceived susceptibility of emerging RTIs  0.219 0.014* 

Perceived severity of emerging RTIs 0.098 0.207 

Perceived benefits of the application of preventive 

measures of the emerging RTIs 
0.152 0.209 

Perceived barriers of preventive measures of emerging 

RTIs 
0.226 0.035* 

Perceived cues of action for the application of 

preventive measures of emerging RTIs 
0.231 0.005* 

Perceived self-efficiency in using of preventive 

measures of emerging RTIs 
0.430 <0.001** 

Total beliefs of the studied pilgrims 0.0172 0.033* 

*Significant at p < 0.05     **Significant at p < 0.01  
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Discussion: 

Acute respiratory infections are prevalent 

and pose a constant threat to society 
(24)

. 

Respiratory tract infections (RTIs) are of 

greater importance because it can 

contribute to the rapid globalization of 

emerging pathogens and can raise the risk 

for epidemics on a grand scale. In past 

decades, we have seen several epidemics 

of respiratory infections from newly 

emerging viruses which have shown a high 

speed of transmission 
(11)

. Viral acute 

respiratory infections (ARIs) represent a 

huge burden on global health. Preventing 

the infection from spreading amongst 

people may be the only option to reduce 

the spread of outbreaks 
(25)

.  

This highlights the occupational safety and 

health (OSH) risks arising from the spread 

of infection. It also explores measures to 

prevent and control the risk of work-

related safety and health risks associated 

with the pandemic 
(26)

. This could be 

managed through assessing knowledge and 

beliefs of the entire population who are at 

risk to the infection. Health belief model 

(HBM) is one of the models used to 

promote preventive behaviors through 

assessing and improving person's beliefs 

regarding the health problem. Knowledge 

as well is a dominant factor which can 

affect person's beliefs and behaviors. So, 

the aim of this study was to assess 

knowledge and beliefs of Tanta university 

employees regarding emerging respiratory 

tract infections and its preventive measures 

based on health belief model. 

The results of the current study revealed 

that the mean age of the studied subjects 

was 51.87±14.21years. The highest 

frequencies of the studied subjects were 

married, females and of the middle age (40 

- <50 years) (Table 1). This could be 

attributed to the Egyptian policy that limit 

the number of new employment and 

increased number of Egyptian independent 

females. This finding coincides with the 

(Ogolodom MP, Mbaba AN, 2020)
 (27)

, 

who found that, the majority of the 

participants were young adults, females 

and married. In the same context, Wong et 

al., (2020)
(28)

, revealed that the mean age 

of the participants was 38.92 years and 

59.7% of them were females. Also, Souli 

and Dilucca, (2020)
(29)

, reported that 

59.3% were females.  

On the other hand, these findings disagree 

with Gudiet al., (2020)
 (30)

, who found that 

the mean age of their study participants 

was 28.8 ± 10.9 years, where the majority 

of them belong to the age category ˂ 25 

years and more than half of their 

participants, were males. 
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The results of the current study revealed 

that the highest frequencies of the studied 

employees had low level of knowledge 

about emerging RTIs (Fig.1). This could 

be attributed to their level of education 

where the highest percentages of the 

studied employees had either basic or 

secondary education.  In the same line, 

Wong et al., (2020)
 (28)

, reported that the 

participants’ overall correct response rate 

on the knowledge test was relatively low.   

This result is disagree with the study of 

Joshi et al., (2020)
 (31)

 and Modi et al., 

(2017)
 (32)

, who found that the overall 

correct responses of knowledge and 

awareness of participants were satisfactory. 

In the same line, Abdur Rahman and 

Sathi (2020)
 (33)

, found that the overall 

correct knowledge is 63.3%. The 

educational levels of the studied 

populations might explain this discrepancy 

between studies and could be attributed to 

the difference in settings as they assess the 

knowledge of health care students while 

our participants were employees.  

Also, it was found that there was positive 

significant correlation between the total 

knowledge of the studied employees and 

their level of education (Table VI). This is 

supported by Diaz-Quijano et al., (2017) 

(34)
 who stated that there was significant 

association between their studied subjects' 

education and their level of knowledge. In 

the same context, Wong et al., (2020)
 (28),

 

found that one fifth of the participants 

(20.5%) had an education level of primary 

school or lower, while 46.6% had received 

a secondary school education and 33.0% 

had received tertiary education or higher. 

During outbreaks of emerging respiratory 

tract infections, information regarding this 

disease, risk factors, mode of transmission 

and safety measures should be selflessly 

promoted by the news channels, print 

media, radio stations, and social media, as 

almost every individual relates to either of 

these platforms at some point in a day. 

Contradictory, the result of the current 

study revealed that, relatives and 

friends/neighbors were the main source of 

employees' information about emerging 

RTIs which explain the lower level of their 

knowledge about emerging RTIs (Fig. 2).  

This could be attributed to the nature of 

Egyptian community that prefers to share 

information and experience with each other 

which magnify the emphasis on social 

media, especially WhatsApp and 

Messenger applications. According to the 

result of current study, the media and 

internet were the second source of 

information (54 % and 42 % of the studied 

employees respectively) which may be due 

to the nature of our participants who were 
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old employees. Those aged between 40 and 

60 years, the primary demographic of this 

study, who have no time and less 

technological experience  usually depend 

less on internet for information than any 

other age group which make the chance to 

have the correct knowledge and 

information from the these source is low.  

Similarly, Ogolodom MP et al., (2020)
 

(35)
, stated that the most common source of 

their information was through colleagues 

(47.67%), followed by social media (26%). 

Also, Nour et al., (2015)
 (36)

, reported that, 

slightly more than half of studied sample 

depended on internet and social media as a 

main source of knowledge about MERS-

CoV and a considerable percent (44.8 and 

43.4%) depended on T.V and health 

educator respectively while the least source 

was radio.  

On the other hand, our result contradict 

with Dwivedi et al., (2017)
(37)

, who stated 

that social media plays a critical role in 

connecting people to new friends and 

allowing them to gain knowledge.  Also, 

other study about COVID-19 that was 

conducted by Souli and Dilucca, (2020)
 

(29)
, revealed that TV and websites are the 

most sources of participants' information. 

Additionally, Hassan et al., (2020)
 (38)

, 

reported that in nearly all previous studies 

(including Egypt) about COVID- 19, the 

novel methods of communications, social 

media (commonly Facebook and 

WhatsApp) were the main source of 

information. 

The level of knowledge can be influenced 

by different factors. Many studies found 

that people's knowledge can be affected by 

their socio-demographic characteristics. 

The present study showed that, there were 

high significant positive correlations 

between the total knowledge score of the 

studied employees and their age, marital 

status, level of education and 

occupation(Table VI). This could be 

explained that people with advanced age 

can gain more knowledge from their life 

experiences and married people could 

found support and help in getting 

information. As well, working can 

increases the chance and ability to learn 

and gain knowledge.  

This is in agreement with Abdur Rahman 

and Sathi, (2020)
 (33)

,Nour, et al., (2015)
 

(36)
 andZhong et al., (2020)

 (39)
who 

reported that, knowledge score 

significantly varies with different age 

groups, gender, education, occupation, 

marital status and residence type. 

Additionally, Kale et al.,(2015)
 (40)

, 

revealed that there was significant 

association betweensocio-demographic 

factors and health awareness among 
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elderly individuals with COPD.Abdelhafiz 

and Alorabi, (2020)
 (41)

, also revealed that 

there was significant association between 

socio-demographic factors of Egyptian 

public and their awareness towards the 

COVID-19 disease.  

Assessing the public knowledge about 

emerging RTIs is becoming more 

important. In our study, we found that 

more than half of the studied employees 

gave complete and correct answer 

regarding the risk factors, mode of 

transmission and sign and symptoms of 

emerging RTIs. Also, Souli and Dilucca, 

(2020)
 (29)

, stated that a quite good level of 

perception about the disease risk factors 

was found among their participants. 

This may be attributed to their life 

experience and could be explained as less 

than half of the studied employees suffered 

from influenza or common cold during the 

past six months before to the study and 

more than one quarter of them had sore 

throat which gave them the chance to 

identify the mode of transmission and 

manifestations of the disease. This is in 

disagreement with Wong et al., (2020)
 (28)

, 

who reported that their participants 

expressed a lower level of knowledge 

about the transmission and risk factors of 

COVID-19.  

However, more than one third of the 

studied employees gave incorrect answer 

ordon’t know the preventive measures for 

emerging RTI. This may be an indication 

for the stress need to disseminate the 

correct information about preventive 

measures for emerging RTIs to all 

populations through direct methods of 

education. This becomes more important 

especially in the current outbreak of novel 

corona virus, which given the need for 

plausible parameters for modeling efforts 

for human corona virus Spencer et al., 

(2020)
 (42)

. In the same line, Elgzar et al., 

(2020)
 (43)

, reported that a large proportion 

of their participants initially had 

incomplete awareness regarding signs, and 

preventive practice of COVID- 19. On the 

other hand, Goni et al., (2019)
(22)

, nearly 

reported different results regarding the 

knowledge of preventive practices of RTIs, 

where they found that most of the 

participants (81.3%) knew RTIs could be 

prevented by following: a healthy diet 

(89.8%), receiving vaccinations (83.1%), 

washing hands with hand sanitizers 

(87.1%) and wearing a face mask (90.7%).  

The success of prevention of infectivity 

e.g. engaging in precautionary behaviors 

such as (wearing masks, hand hygiene, 

isolation etc.), vaccination, contact tracing 

and population screening are all often the 
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only means of prevention of a further 

spread of the disease especially in the early 

phases of a possible epidemic Brug et al., 

(2009)
 (44)

. Egypt is the most populous 

country in the Middle East. Adherence to 

preventive precautions is essential to 

prevent the crisis in Egypt.  

To get the required level of adherence, it is 

important to evaluate the population’s 

knowledge and beliefs regarding the 

emerging RTIs. Health belief model is 

based on the idea that changing the health 

belief is of significant importance for 

behavior change Barakat and Kasemy, 

(2020)
 (45)

. So, in the current study, we 

assess the employees’ perception of their 

susceptibility to catch respiratory 

infections, severity of the disease, benefits 

or barriers for following preventive 

measures in addition to their perception of 

cues to action and self-efficacy in 

following the preventive measures based 

on the health belief model. 

As a general, the results of the current 

study revealed that, more than half of the 

studied employees had negative beliefs 

toward the emerging RTIs and its 

preventive measures (Fig. 3). This result is 

supported by the results of Goni et al., 

(2019)
 (22)

, and Abdul Rahman and Sathi, 

(2020)
 (33)

, who found that, the majority of 

their studied sample had a negative or 

unacceptable attitude towards the 

prevention of respiratory tract infections. A 

possible explanation of this attitude can be 

due to the rapid spreading of the disease 

even in developed countries. However, this 

finding contradicts the attitude of Chinese 

Zhong et al., (2020)
 (39)

, and Indian 

respondents Ahmad et al., (2016)
 (46)

 

toward COVID-19 and Ebola respectively. 

This difference may be due to the 

governmental attitude towards explaining 

the actual situation of the pandemic and the 

commitment of their population in addition 

to the difference of subjects’ socio 

demographic characteristics.   

Understanding the people's perception of 

risk is important to ensure efficient health 

protection practices during virus outbreaks. 

Regarding perceived susceptibility and 

severity, the current study illustrated that, 

more than half of the studied employees 

disagreed that they are susceptible to 

emerging RTIs and showed a negative 

beliefs about perceived susceptibility and 

severity of emerging RTI (Table IV). The 

highest frequencies of the studied 

employees didn’t think that crowdedness, 

extreme temperature, having chronic 

diseases and cigarettes smoking may 

increase their susceptibility of RTIs. 

Furthermore, they didn’t think that RTIs 

may cause general weakness or other 
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complications as pneumonia or they may 

be a source of infection for others. In the 

same line, Wong et al., (2020)
 (28)

, also 

their participants expressed certain 

misconceptions regarding their 

susceptibility to COVID-19 infection. 

They perceived a mild risk related to the 

disease. This could be because of the 

discrepancy of manifestations between 

seasonal infections, common cold attacks 

that usually self limited and relived 

without medical intervention and emerging 

diseases as COVID-19 which may most of 

participants did not have it yet. 

In contrast to this result, Hassan N. et al., 

(2020)
 (38)

 pointed that the vast majority of 

their participants believe in their 

susceptibility to have RTIs. Moreover, 

about three quarters of them believe in 

seriousness of the disease. Also,  

Ogolodom MP et al., (2020)
 (35)

  and  

Zegarra-Valdivia et al., (2020)
 (47)

, who 

assessed the risk perception and attitude of 

healthcare workers towards COVID-19 

reported that the majority of the 

participants perceived themselves at risk of 

being infected by the virus due to going to 

work and most of the participants strongly 

agreed that they are prone to having the 

infection. This may be attributed to the 

differences of the nature of the work of the 

study sample where our subjects were 

employees while others' were health care 

workers who are actually more susceptible 

to infection due to their frequent contact 

with patients.  

Perceived benefits which people will gain 

from applying preventive measures of 

RTIs can encourage them to follow these 

measures. The current study revealed that 

more than half of the studied subjects had 

negative attitude towards perceived 

benefits of the application of preventive 

measures for emerging RTIs (table V). 

This is in the line with the result of a study 

conducted by Tadesse et al.,(2020)
 (48)

, 

who found that more than half of their 

participants had low perceived benefits 

regarding the prevention of RTIs.  

It was found in this study that more than 

two fifths of the studied employees agreed 

that following preventive measures can 

protect them from emerging RTIs. The 

results of Hassan N. et al., (2020)
 (38)

, are 

nearly in the same line who revealed that 

the majority of participants (81.3%) 

believe in effectiveness of precautions 

against COVID-19 to prevent spread of the 

disease. 

It was reported that the most frequently 

reported method of protection against 

many various virus transmission is hand 

washing Souli and Dilucca, (2020)
 (29)

. In 

this study, more than two fifths of the 
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studied employees agreed that they think 

that using soap or alcohol reduces the 

infection of respiratory system (Table IV). 

This is nearly in the same line with the 

results of another study by Gudi et al., 

(2020)
 (30)

, who revealed that the majority 

of the study participants believe that 

maintaining good personal hygiene, 

washing hands frequently using soap, 

avoiding handshaking behavior and 

avoiding placing fingers in eyes, nose and 

mouth would prevent the spread of the 

infection. 

The results of this study revealed also that 

more than two fifths of the studied 

employees agreed that they will have no 

chance of getting infected with emerging 

RTIs when they get away from the crowd 

(Table IV). This could be attributed to the 

current huge propaganda by media and 

health organizations about the importance 

of social distance to prevent dissemination 

of COV-19 between populations. In the 

same line, Brian et al., (2020)
 (6)

, indicated 

that the social distancing efforts 

implemented in Louisville, Kentucky, may 

be associated with a decrease in incidence 

of common respiratory viruses. As well, 

Wong et al., (2020)
 (28)

, reported that the 

participants had positive attitudes 

regarding prevention of COVID-19 

infection and often implemented 

recommended disease-preventive 

measures, where 88.1% of them 

maintaining social distance. 

More than one third of the studied 

employees in the current study agreed that 

taking the flu vaccine can reduce the risk 

of diseases of respiratory system (Table 

IV).  This could be attributed to their 

correct knowledge about preventive 

measures of emerging respiratory tract 

infection. This is supported by Goni et al., 

(2019)
 (22)

, who found that most of the 

participants agree that RTIs could be 

prevented by receiving vaccinations.  

Perceived barriers are considered the main 

indicator for behavioral change. The 

perceived barriers are important and 

effective constructs of the health belief 

model because the individuals should take 

control over the barriers to behavior 

despite their inner desire to engage in 

preventive behavior. Excessive barriers can 

be obstacles and prevent the initiation of 

desired health behaviors.  

In the current study, three fifths of the 

studied employees agreed that shame of 

wearing personal protective devices (PPD) 

is a reason for not to using it. And more 

than one fifth of them agreed that the 

difficulty of breathing when wearing mask 

prevents them from using it (Table 
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IV).This is supported bySim et al., (2014)
 

(24)
,  

who stated that perceived barriers include 

experience or perception of personal 

discomfort and sense of embarrassment. 

Also, this result is nearly in the same line 

with Barakat and Kasemy, (2020)
 (45)

, 

who mentioned that, their participants had 

less perceived barriers to preventive 

individual behaviors, such as hand 

washing, but environmental barriers such 

as shortage of masks, alcohol pads, and 

disinfectant agents strongly influenced the 

behaviors.  

Cues to action are internal and external 

factors influencing individual's behavior 

toward health. In this study we assessed 

beliefs of the studied employees toward the 

motivators for the application of preventive 

measures for emerging RTIs. We found 

that more than one third of the studied 

employees reported that they had a 

previous attack of RTIs and they did not 

want to repeat the infection again. It was 

also found in this study that more than one 

quarter of the studied employees agreed 

that others’ use of personal protective 

devices motivates them to imitate them 

(Table IV). 

In addition, about one quarter of the 

studied employees agreed that cheap masks 

and disinfectants needed to fight the 

infection encourage them to use it. This 

may be attributed to the effect of socio-

economic status on the attitudes and beliefs 

of the people. Furthermore, it highlights 

the importance of the role of the 

government and health organizations to 

save the required protective needs used to 

prevent the infectious diseases especially 

in case of epidemics. 

Self-efficacy is considered as level of a 

person's confidence in his or her ability to 

successfully perform desired behavior. 

This indicates that promoting healthy 

behavior needs empowering individual to 

follow healthy instructions. In this study 

we found that more than two fifths of the 

studied employees agreed that they can 

carry out the protective measures and wear 

the mask properly in the crowded areas, 

avoid coughing in the face of others and 

avoid direct contact with the patients with 

RTIs (Table IV). 

On the other hand, the studied employees 

showed negative belief regarding their self 

efficacy to follow the preventive measures. 

This may be attributed to the lower 

economic status of the employees as the 

highest frequencies of them were clerical 

workers. This results is in agreement with 

the study of Guidry et al.,(2019)
 (49)

, who 

reported that their subjects reflected a low 

level of expressed self-efficacy. In the 
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same line, Barakat and Kasemy, (2020)
 

(45)
, reported that their participants ability 

to follow preventive instructions and cues 

showed decreases in the scores over the 

three interview periods.  In contrast to this 

result, Wong et al.,(2020)
 (28)

, reported that 

more than 80% believed that they could 

protect themselves against the disease and 

that the pandemic would eventually be 

eradicated. 

There is no doubt that the person's 

characteristics have a great effect on his 

beliefs. In the same context, the current 

study revealed that high significant 

positive correlations were found between 

the study employees’ total beliefs score 

about emerging RTIs and their age, marital 

status and level of education and 

significant positive correlation with sex. 

On the other hand, Kandeel et al.,(2014)
 

(50)
, demonstrated that results regarding 

beliefs and perceptions did not appear to 

differ between higher and lower educated 

groups or between genders. In the same 

context, Wong et al., (2020)
 (28)

, reported 

that the participants expressed certain 

misconceptions regarding the prevention of 

COVID-19 infection. Participants, who 

were male, had a secondary school 

education or lower and who perceived a 

lower risk of being infected. 

Finally, there was a significant positive 

correlation between the total knowledge 

score of the studied employees and their 

total beliefs' score regarding emerging 

RTIs based on HBM in this study. This 

means that the increase of the studied 

subjects’ knowledge is strongly associated 

to their beliefs regarding emerging RTIs 

and its preventive measures. This result 

seems to be logical because if the 

awareness increased, the perceived 

susceptibility, severity, benefits, cues of 

actions, and self-efficacy to overcome the 

barriers to prevent diseases would also be 

increased. This result is in the same line of 

Elgzar et al.,(2020)
 (43)

, who illustrated 

that there are positive, statistically 

significant correlations between 

participants' total HBM score and their 

total awareness score. This highlights the 

importance of improving the knowledge of 

employees at risk and all the population 

about emerging RTI and its preventive 

measures which in role will enhance their 

beliefs and affect their preventive 

behaviors.   

Conclusion: 

Generally, the studied subjects present a 

low level of knowledge and negative 

attitude towards emerging RTIs, the 

highest frequencies of the studied subjects 

gave incorrect answers related to causes, 
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types and complications of emerging RTIs. 

More than one third of them gave incorrect 

answers related to the method of protection 

against virus transmission. The most 

frequently reported source of knowledge 

about emerging respiratory infections was 

relative and friends or neighbors. Our 

findings revealed that studied employees 

show negative beliefs towards preventive 

measures for the emerging respiratory 

infection particularly regarding the barriers 

and cues of action related to use of 

preventive measures against the emerging 

respiratory infections. However, Shame of 

wearing personal protective devices (PPD) 

was the most perceived barrier for 

following preventive measures followed by 

the high price of disinfectants. While, the 

majority of the studied employee disagreed 

that they feel physical and psychological 

comfort when they do not suffer from 

respiratory diseases. Significant 

correlations were observed between the 

studied subjects’ age, marital status, level 

of education and the total level of beliefs 

and their level of knowledge.  

Recommendations: 

Based on the results of the current study it 

was recommended that: 

- An extensive educational health 

campaign should be provided to the 

public to create awareness and gain 

positive attitude and beliefs 

regarding the emerging RTIs and its 

prevention. 

- The gap recognized in this study can 

serve as baseline data to design 

effective interventions to evaluate 

the prevention strategies for 

prevention of emerging RTIs among 

the public.  

- Further assessment of factors 

influencing public beliefs and 

compliance with preventive 

measures of emerging RTIs is 

recommended. 
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